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Diego Davalos poetry blended artfully with soulful music of flute, keyboards, sax, jazz, R&B and funk and

reggae and guitar, composed to embrace and caresss your ears, spoken word of family, friends, life, war,

healing, love. 15 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: With Music, JAZZ: World Fusion Details: I wrote these

poems and then dreamed the way to find a musician to compose around the poetry and then re recorded

the poems to coincide with the music. What you get in the music composed and played by lenon honor is

music that complments the poetry and words that flow with the music. There is much love and care with

each poem and healing and I send them out to you for you to name your own healing. Two of the tracks

are very political and find their way into this cd because of the horrible war and the cost and loss of lives,

coffins, is my plea to the president of this nation to look at what he has done, school of the americas is a

call to look at the role that this instittution has played in killing and sublimating throngs of indiginous

people in the continent of the Americas. Long before Vietnam, Iraq, Palestine, Lebanon, the people of

Central America, South America and the Caribbean have endured invasion and murder at the behest of

corporations and in the interest of the spreading democracy. I offer these unnamed poems as a way to

name the hurt and healing in each of us and to offer these songs as a way to link us all thru music and

words. I am a writer, a poet, a performer, a retired teacher, now working to free myself and others from

the self imposed internalized oppression that imprisons all of us in cages real and imaginary. Listen well

and appreciate the love and work it took to bring these words and music to you and spread the word,

name your bones and your poems and honor the freedom of the americas by not supporting war, in your

soul, in your home, in your homeland, in others homes or countries. blessings, diego davalos
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